Speaking Psalmic — Part 3

This Week …
We will dig into parallelism, noting …
The different methods the Psalmist’s
used to develop correspondence
between …
The colon that comprise a poetical line

Fundamental’s Review
Let’s 1st recap the fundamentals of
Hebrew poetry
What are the three key elements of
Hebrew poetry?
Parallelism — Imagery — Conciseness

Fundamental’s Review
From these three elements we developed
a basic definition, which was …
Hebrew poetry is a type of literature
that communicates with concise lines
employing parallelism and imagery in
high frequency

Fundamental’s Review
What is the basic literary building
block of Hebrew poetry?
A ‘line’

What is a line composed of?
Multiple ‘colon’ — which from now on …

Fundamental’s Review
I will refer to as the ‘parts’ of a line, so …
‘Colon 1’ of a line will be ‘part 1’, and …
The subsequent colon will be ‘parts 2, 3, etc’

In our EV’s parts of a line are usually
indicated by the use of indents

Fundamental’s Review
Lines with a common idea, or ‘sense,’
are called what?
A strophe — pronounced like the word
‘trophy’

You recall that we used Ps 13 as an
example last week — [turn]

Fundamental’s Review
Ps 13 has ‘3’ strophes, broken down into …
Vv. 1-2 — whose common idea is the question
“how long?”
Vv. 3-4 — whose common idea is various requests
… ‘consider, enlighten’
Vv. 5-6 — whose common idea is notes of
confidence … ‘I trust, I shall rejoice, I will sing’

Fundamental’s Review
Strophes with a common theme are
called what?
A stanza

By way of example last week we
appealed to Ps 139 — [turn]

Fundamental’s Review
Ps 139 has two stanzas
The first in vv. 1-18 has three strophes
which extol the attributes of God
Vv. 1-6 extol God’s omniscience
Vv. 7-12 extol God’s omnipresence, and …
Vv. 13-18 extol God’s omnipotence

Fundamental’s Review
The 2nd stanza has two strophes which
exhort God to eliminate evil
In the world at large — vv. 19-22, and …
In the Psalmist himself (i.e. David) — vv. 23-24

These structural elements — the line,
the strophe, and the stanza are …

Fundamental’s Review
The backbone of Hebrew poetry
They help us to understand the flow of
thought, and …
The Psalmist’s authorial intent — that is,
the meaning
In other words …

Fundamental’s Review
While the Psalms are emotive and appeal
to our heart, they …
Address the mind through the heart to
tell us things about …
God, the world around us, and the life of
faith

Fundamental’s Review
With the Psalms we have words …
To express ourselves to God and …
To consider God’s ways!

Which leads us to how the Hebrew poets
used poetry’s most prominent feature —
parallelism — to communicate their message

Fundamental’s Review
Do you remember our basic definition
of parallelism?
Parallelism is defined by a correspondence of
thought between the ‘parts’ of a poetical ‘line’

Each line of Hebrew poetry represents
one complete expression of thought

Parallelism
We can think about a line this way …
Part 1 (i.e. colon 1) of a line introduces a
thought unit or a concept …
Subsequent parts of a line complete the idea …

By way of illustration, a line functions
somewhat like a dimmer switch on a light

Parallelism
As you raise the switch a little — the outlines
of the room and its objects come into view —
this would be like part 1 of a line
Then as you slide the switch up, the room and
its objects come into sharper focus — this
would be like parts 2, 3 or more of the line

Parallelism
Do you remember the ‘3’ primary
forms of parallelism?
Synonymous parallelism — which we will
call affirming parallelism
Antithetical parallelism — which we will
call opposing parallelism

Parallelism
Synthetic parallelism — which we will call developing
parallelism (I changed this from advancing)

The point of these ‘3’ forms is describe the
nature of the correspondence between the
parts of a poetical line
Of the ‘3’ techniques — developing parallelism
is most common and has the “freest” form

Parallelism
We’ll start with affirming parallelism
While “AP” will exhibit distinctive
continuity between the …
Grammar, structure, and words of the
parts comprising a line, to view it as …

Parallelism
Mere repetition is grossly simplistic, yet
repetition does lie at the core of “AP”
What “AP” does is …
Stack comparable expressions to depict
one truth with growing detail and ‘color’

Parallelism
Sometimes the parallel is complete as with
Ps 19:1 — [turn]
The heavens are telling of the glory of God;
And their expanse is declaring the work of
His hands.
Parts 1 and 2 of the line are completely parallel in
structure, grammar, and words …

Parallelism
The subjects are parallel — Heavens ≈ expanse
The verbs are parallel — telling ≈ declaring
The direct objects are parallel — the glory of God
≈ the work of His hands

Yet while parallel — and similar — part 2
brings out a fuller picture

Parallelism
To a Hebrew reader, the heavens and the
expanse are different things — both of which
are part of creation … turn to Gen 1:1-6
The heavens — tell or “speak of” God’s glory in
creation
The expanse — declares or “proclaim” of God’s
creative work

Parallelism
Together, parts 1 and 2 communicate God’s
unspoken self-revelation in creation
What we know doctrinally as general
revelation — though it is not intended as a
doctrinal treatise, but rather …
A vivid expression of God making Himself
known through the created world!

Parallelism
We find another example of
complete “AP” in Ps 51:2 — [turn]
Wash me thoroughly from my iniquity
And cleanse me from my sin
We start with parallel imperative verbs —
wash ≈ cleanse

Parallelism
Followed by parallel direct objects — me ≈ me
And parallel noun constructs further defining
the action of the verbal idea — from my
iniquity ≈ from my sin
These parallels may appear to be simple
synonyms to our ‘eyes’ — but, again, not to a
Hebrew reader

Parallelism
Going from the line’s end to its beginning
Iniquity brings to mind the idea of “guilt from a
transgression” — an isolated event …
Whereas its parallel, sin, represents a “pervasive
condition”
Next — washing could remove the outward stain
of iniquity, while …

Parallelism
Its parallel, cleansing, would purify the Psalmist from
sin itself

So in the context of Ps 51 David is pleading first
for forgiveness from a specific transgression (his
adultery with Bathsheba) …
And then — for sin itself to be expunged from
him

Parallelism
Now this same verse also uses
another technique called chiasm —
which sadly the EV’s do not maintain
in their translations, for which …
I really don’t have an explanation

Parallelism
Chiasm gets its name and picture from …
The Greek letter x
a

b

b’

a’

Ps 51:2 reads this way in the Hebrew
Wash me thoroughly(a) — from my iniquity(b)
and from my sin, (b’) — cleanse me (a’)
The ‘main point’ lies at the center of the chiasm

Parallelism
Sometimes “AP” is incomplete — as in
Ps 24:1 — [turn]
The earth is the LORD’s, and all it contains,
The world,
and those who
dwell in it

This incomplete parallelism displays …

Parallelism
Another aspect of Hebrew poetry —
namely …
Conciseness — where the poet will
drop words he expects the reader to
supply on their own

Parallelism
While none of the EV’s supply the
words — as they should not …
It would read this way if they did …
The earth is the LORD’s, and all it contains
The world (is the LORD’s,) and those who
dwell in it.

Parallelism
This brings us to our 2nd parallelistic
form — opposing parallelism
As the name suggests, “OP” forms a
contrast between the parts of a poetic
line

Parallelism
This form is especially common in wisdom
literature such as the Proverbs where …
The correspondence between parts is
maintained, with …
The 2nd part of the line relating to the 1st
in a negative versus a neutral fashion

Parallelism
Turn to Prov 10:1 for example
A wise son makes a father glad,
But a foolish sone is a grief to his mother.
The ‘negative’ counterpart to being wise in part 1
is to be foolish in part 2 …
The contrast is introduced, as it most frequently
is, by the adversative particle “but”

Parallelism
The contrast of father & mother uses …
2 ‘halves’ to represent the whole — ‘parents’ —
versus …
One attribute (i.e. wisdom or foolishness) being
of special note to the father or the mother

“OP” is also prevalent in the Psalms …

Parallelism
Where the emphasis is focused on
the contrasting idea, condition, or
thought
Ps 146:9 is an interesting example
It is a 3-part line combining “AP” and “OP”

Parallelism
The LORD protects the strangers;
He supports the fatherless and the widow,
but He thwarts the way of the wicked.
Parts 1 & 2 of the line use “AP”
Protects ≈ supports — strangers ≈ fatherless and
widow

Parallelism
While part 3 introduces the opposing idea,
that of …
God ‘frustrating’ or ‘preventing’ the way of
the wicked

Ps 37:21-22 is another good example of
OP — comprised of 2, two-part lines

Parallelism
21The

wicked borrows and does not pay back,
But the righteous is gracious and gives
22For those blessed by Him will inherit the land,
But those cursed by Him will be cut off.
In these two lines, David contrasts the actions of
the wicked and the righteous in line 1, and …

Parallelism
The status of the blessed and the cursed in
line 2

So, for “OP,” your most obvious clue is
the keyword ‘but’
The final primary form is developing
parallelism

Parallelism
In this form, the 2nd part of the line
further develops or extends the
thought to ‘paint’ a fuller picture
Ps 1:2 is representative — [turn]
But his delight is in the law of the LORD
And in his law he meditates day and night

Parallelism
The second part of the line extends
the Psalmist’s delight in God’s
instruction by …
Telling us how often he contemplates
God’s instruction, namely

Parallelism
‘day and night’ — which means all the
time or continually
Verse 2 is also interesting in that it pairs
with v. 1
What form of parallelism is displayed
between v. 1 and v. 2?

Parallelism
Opposing Parallelism — noting the contrasting
actions of the righteous man … recording what he
‘does not’ do and what he ‘does’ do

Ps 1:1-3 is a strophe whose main idea is a
man who loves God’s instruction
Both vv. 1 & 2 use developing parallelism, yet
they also …

Parallelism
‘Oppose’ one-another to further develop the
picture of the man committed to God’s
instruction, climaxed with …
Comparative parallelism in v. 3 — which
uses a simile to describe the righteous man

The point of this example is to show …

Parallelism
That parallelism works both within
and between lines of Hebrew poetry
A common keyword that clues us to
“DP” are coordinating conjunctions
— words like ‘and, even, also’

Parallelism
An example from last week’s reading
group is Ps 71 — which is one big “DP” in
its entirety called either staircase or
climactic parallelism
More on climactic and comparative next
week😁

Parallelism
So — the three primary forms of
parallelism constitute the basic literary
arsenal of the poet
The ‘3’ primary forms are …
Affirming parallelism — Which employs
repetition between the parts of a poetic line

Parallelism
Opposing parallelism — Which forms a contrast
between the parts of a poetic line
Developing parallelism — Which extends and
advances the thought of the 1st part of a poetic line

In addition to the ‘big-3’ …
There are four secondary forms, three of
which I’ve already snuck in

Parallelism
They are …
Comparative ≈ism
Staircase (or Climactic) ≈ism
Numerical ≈ism, and …
Chiastic ≈ism

Parallelism
But we are out of time — and they
also tie in nicely with the next two
poetical literary features … imagery
and conciseness
So we will consider them next week!

